
HOTEL INC is a thriving NGO in Bowling Green, Kentucky that 
combats poverty on multiple levels. Its very successful programs 
assist Warren County residents who are struggling to pay rent, buy 
food, or who currently or formerly lived on the street. However, 
like most non-profits, they could rarely find time to spend on their 
communications.

Enter: me. I went to a volunteer training in early 2014 just looking 
to help out, and found that they needed a volunteer web designer. 
I’ve taken on more and more responsibilities since then, and now 
manage their website, create all printed promotionals, and serve 
on their marketing board.

Most recently, HOTEL INC needed a social media presence that 
reflected their increasingly-online donors. The organization was 
sending mixed messages and their online presence didn’t reflect 
the inviting, invested presence they have in the community. So in 
late October 2015, I was given the reigns.

the problem

case study:

HOTEL INC knew they didn’t want to rebrand. Their logo 
was fitting and well-known in the community, and their 
signature navy and gold was aligned with their mission 
and implemented throughout the business.
 
They also didn’t want to expand. The Director and I 
considered many social media platforms, but after some 
research, we decided otherwise. Twitter was too college-
student heavy, Instagram required too much time to 
find an image to post, Pinterest needed a heavy content 
investment, and HOTEL INC’s services are usually 
personal to be shared over YouTube or Vimeo.

But almost all of their primary donors, volunteers, and 
even clients are all on Facebook. It just made sense to 
dedicate real effort to one promising platform than to 
half-heartedly post on many platforms. So my task was 
to freshen up the HOTEL INC Facebook page. 

the solution



HOTEL INC’s old page would rotate profile pictures and cover 
photos almost ever week: sometimes themed, sometimes 
not. There were no constant, familiar elements on the page, 
and the profile picture was too vague to say “HOTEL INC” 
when read on a News Feed.

So I chose to amplify the signature “O” of HOTEL INC, with 
the cross/house mark included, as a profile picture. The 
bright gold pops in a News Feed and contrasts the dark navy 
cover photo. The cover graphic reminds the page viewer of 
the full HOTEL INC meaning and the strong logo in the top 
right balances the bold profile picture in the bottom left. I 
then added a website and page-liking push to the graphic to 
ensure a call to action.

These are set elements now, no changing cover photos 
weekly. When events or special promotions arise, HOTEL INC 
simply shares them, and their identity remains a constant.

social identity



While I don’t get to post every day, I try to spend 
a couple hours each week Scheduling posts 
for HOTEL INC. Before I stepped in, posts were 
extremely casual and rarely engaging. My attempt 
was, and is, to appeal to donors, recruit new likes, 
and keep public attention by sharing stories and 
presenting promotions in engaging ways.

I started by including a photo, video, or original 
vector illustration (see left) with each major post. 
This bumped engagement almost immediately.

I then started to craft a tone: asking more 
questions in the post, spending more time 
thinking over the copy, and working to leave each 
post on a call to action. 

This formula continues to work, and I’ve refined it 
even more by using Facebook’s extensive insight 
feature. I now know exactly when HOTEL INC’s 
audience is online, when they’ll engage, and with 
what kind of content they’ll engage: things that 
have led to some significant results.

strategy



Simply because of time constraints, I’m unable 
to post as much as I want. My focus remains on 
promoting special events, promotions, and 
other happenings.

HOTEL INC’s Director emails me a list of what’s going 
on and where in the next couple of weeks, and within 
hours I have a block of scheduled posts for her to 
review. These mostly revolve around fund raisers, 
news happenings, or donation opportunities.

When I was asked to make a printed annual report 
for the 2015 year, I knew I wanted to share it with the 
Facebook fans somehow. The majority of HOTEL INC 
donations come from a small group of reoccurring 
donors, and they’re very engaged on social media.

So each night for one week, HOTEL INC posted a 
different piece of the annual report in a illustrated 
graphic (see top two rows to the left). A cohesive 
heading and style connected them all, while new 
information was included each day. The report 
received a total of over 6,500 views and led to a spike 
in page “Likes.” 

special events



The graph to the left is a representation of post reach from the six 
months before I started controlling social media. Except for a spike in 
late October due to a hot-button PR event, post reach sat at a peak of 
around 1,000. And those were just the peaks.

The bottom-left graph is from the time I took over to nearly present 
day. While late December through January was slow (I was home for 
winter break), post reach is tremendously up. And reach isn’t the only 
thing; page likes have almost doubled, seen in the blue charts below. 
When I started, the HOTEL INC page had 1,516 likes. As of April 13th, 
2016, the page is at 2,355 “Likes,” with 13 new ones this week alone.

HOTEL INC is reaching all across Warren County now, and sharing 
their messages of hope and goodwill with them.

results & metrics
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